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away all privacy to this code on the internet! …your birth and much of your life is 
recorded in this code! …and you don’t know what else this code says about you, …is it 
wise to continue in these ways? 

7. The fourth secret code in your life is that everything you believe, think, attitude 
and emotion about, say, and do …and everything you experience is encoded in your body 
and life …and in your eternalself! …how is this encoded …do you know? …if not, how 
will you download and decode your life today? …how will you know what you are really 
doing or experiencing at each moment? …how will you contemplate what you have done in 
the past? …and how will you decide what you will do in the future? …or will you just 
rely on memories …and repeat your past over and over without really knowing what you 
are doing? This code is your footprint in eternal life! …what eternal footprint are you 
making, …do you know? 

8. We could speak endlessly about these codes …and you wouldn’t really care or 
understand …would you? …you would just shrug and feel this is all beyond your ability 
to know or understand! …besides! …you might say, “Who cares! …everyone else is in the 
same boat! …they don’t know these codes either! …and can’t do anything about them! 
…you just have to trust and have faith!” 

9. Are you willing to put your eternalself and life in the hands of trust and faith 
…and hope for the best? How well have trust and faith and hope combined with memories 
served in your life so far? …are you living as you truly desire? …and as you would 
willingly be and live eternally? …if not, what will you do to decipher and understand 
these codes? …to live happily and healthfully? …and to create the eternalself and life 
you truly desire? You don’t know how to cause what you desire …because causing is the 
fifth secret code in your body and life! …you don’t really know how to cause what you 
want …do you? 

10. It would be nice if the sixth code resolved these problems, …wouldn’t it? …but, 
unfortunately, the sixth code or cypher is the worst of them all! …for this code begins 
with I·me·you·them·we …and descends from there into complete chaos! 

11. The sixth unknown code of your life is language! …even if you end every sentence 
with, “ya know!?” …most of the time, we still don’t know what you are saying …or 
trying to communicate! …and it is probably fair to declare …neither do you! You think 
and feel language, speak language, and experience language …and, in that, you can’t 
even answer four little questions! 

12. Are these unanswered questions enigmas in your life? …or is it possible the 
unknown codes make these questions unanswerable? Well, let’s see! 
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13. Who are you? …you can tell us your name and family and date of birth, your 
sex and measurements, your history and hoped-for future, your education and abilities, 
and even reveal the people you are related to …but you still haven’t said anything about 
who you are! 

14. Why are you in life? What is your life all about? What is the purpose of your 
life? …once again, no matter what you say about your past …and what you have done 
and hope to do …or even what you promise to do, you haven’t said anything about the 
meaning and purpose of your life! 

15. Are you to “just live” …and declare at death that whatever you lived …that must 
have been the purpose of your life? …is that meaningful enough for you? …will you be 
content in that? 

16. Is life only about being alive? …and that’s all, until you are no longer alive? 
17. If life is more than that, what is the purpose of life? …do you know? …or does 

the unknown purpose of life completely control your self and life without your knowing 
how or why? Is life really that trite and meaningless? …or like the code of your 
computer, is a great deal going on in the world without your knowing anything about it? 
…is something happening beyond or beneath your knowing? …could life really be that 
cruel and deceptive? 

18. Is it possible that everything in life is clearly portrayed, like a bar-code …but 
you don’t know how to read that …or know what is presented? 

19. If you declare, “But, I think in images …not in language, so this doesn’t apply 
to me!” …we will point out that a bar-code is an image …and you still don’t know what 
the image means! …and, if you did know, you would use language to reveal the meaning 
of the image to yourself …or to others! 

20. Don’t rely on emotions and feelings for knowing either, for they are always 
deceptive …and only mean what you language them to mean! 

21. Is it possible that, unlike these six codes, life is not a secret? …and the purpose 
of life …and your life in particular is to have you appear in the universe so you can see 
and know yourself …and the universe? 

22. What is the purpose of the universe? …it seems that the purpose is to provide a 
constant and consistent environment to support you in the endeavor of knowing yourself! 
…and could it be that the universe is to you as you are to the universe …so you can give 
meaning and purpose to the universe? 

23. The random universe has gone about as far as it can relying only on memory 
…and needs you to provide meaningful intention and purpose! …what are you willing to 
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create for the universe and life to rely on? 
24. Ever should you seek to harmonize with the universe …you offer nothing it 

doesn’t already have! 
25. What are you willing to show the universe it can be? What is your finest 

offering? Is it possible you are not learning·growing·developing? …but you are teaching 
the universe …and the universe is learning·growing·developing from you? 

26. Are you willing to lift the universe out of “random happenings” into “intentional 
happenings”? ...if so, to what would you lift it? …and are you willing to lead the way? 
Can you describe that? 
 

Are there other secrets you are living? 
…or matters you are withholding from yourself? 


